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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

1 . The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

2. Claim 26 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite

for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant

regards as the invention.

As to claim 26, the term "metal intensity" is used. No definition for this term is

given in the claims or specification and it does not appear to be one of common use in

the field. Also, no indication is given as to how the level of reactive gas is selected with

respect to this undefined property in either the claim or the specification.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 1 02 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public

use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United

States.

4. Claims 1-3, 7-12, 18-21 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Goedicke (6,315,877).

As to claim 1 , Goedicke discloses an apparatus for the application of a coating

material comprising at least first and second layers of material, said apparatus

comprising:
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• at least first and second magnetrons from which material can be

selectively applied (Figure 1: showing magnetrons labeled '2');

• a substrate holder, on which the substrates to be coated are held (Figure

1 : showing parts 5 [substrates] on fixtures 4);

• positioned between the magnetrons and the substrate holder, is at least

one shield (Figure 1: showing screens 10 and 10');

• said shield including at least one aperture through which material

deposited from a magnetron can pass for application onto the substrates

(Figure 1 : showing screens 10 and 10' having openings [indicated by

broken line]); and

• when the aperture is suitably positioned with respect to the said

magnetron and substrate holder by selective rotation of the shield with

respect to the magnetrons so as to define a passage through which the

material deposited from the target of said magnetron can pass (Figures

3A-3C: showing rotation of screens 10 and 10' to allow deposition from

selected magnetron source).

As to claim 2, Goedicke discloses when the aperture is not in front of a particular

magnetron, deposition of the material onto the substrates from that magnetron is

prevented or at least significantly reduced (Figure 3B: showing use of screen to prevent

desired magnetron sources from reaching substrates).

As to claim 3, Goedicke discloses the shield is rotatable so that the aperture

moves from a position in front of a first magnetron to a position in front of a second
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magnetron and so on in sequence to provide a multi layered coating (col 6 lines 55-60:

rotatable screens to select which sputtering source reaches substrate).

As to claim 7, Goedicke discloses the substrates are mounted on the holder

which is rotatable (col 6 lines 33-35: fixtures 4 rotate).

As to claim 8, Goedicke discloses the shield is replaced by two shields with one

positioned inside the other, having a common axis of rotation and each having at least

one aperture therein (figure 1: showing rotatable screens 10 and 10').

As to claim 9 Goedicke discloses the shields are cylindrical and concentric with

the substrate holder, and rotate about a common axis of rotation (figure 1 : showing

rotatable screens 10 and 10').

As to claim 10, Goedicke discloses the shields are selectively rotated to bring the

apertures in each into line and define a passage for the deposition of material from a

magnetron target through when positioned in front of said target (figures 3A-3C showing

positioning of screens to allow deposition from magnetrons 2).

As to claim 1 1 Goedicke discloses the shields are selectively positioned so as to

prevent material passing through the apertures and onto the substrates during the

preparation of the magnetron targets (Figure 3a; col 7 lines 27-30: positioning of

screens during heating phase to cover all magnetron sources).

As to claim 12, Goedicke discloses a method for controlling the application of a

multilayered coating onto at least one substrate in a coating chamber, said method

comprising
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• positioning a plurality of magnetrons with targets of material to be

deposited in the coating chamber to face towards a substrate holder in the

chamber (Figure 1 : showing sputtering magnetrons 2 positioned towards

substrate holders 4);

• interposing between the substrate holder and the magnetrons, first and

second shields (figure 1 : showing screens 10 and 10' between

magnetrons and substrate holders);

• providing in said shields at least one aperture which, when selectively

positioned with respect to a magnetron, allows material deposited from the

magnetron target to pass through and onto the substrates (Figure 1

:

showing screens 10 and 10' with apertures, illustrated in Figures 3a-3c as

being rotatable to allow deposition from selected magnetrons);

• the shields are selectively rotatable so as to move and position the

respective apertures to define a passage for selected periods of time to

allow the passage of material deposited from a magnetron target (Figure

1: showing screens 10 and 10' with apertures, illustrated in Figures 3a-3c

as being rotatable to allow deposition from selected magnetrons); and

• then to move the shields to repeat the same as required with respect to

the first and second magnetrons as required to apply the multilayered

coating onto the substrates (col 4 lines 40-43: several layers coated onto

the substrates by the magnetron setup as illustrated in figure 1).
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As to claim 18, Goedicke discloses a reactive gas introduced into the coating

chamber during the coating procedure to allow the deposited material to form a

compound material on the substrate (abstract: use of a reactive gas inlet in sputtering

chamber).

As to claim 19, Goedicke discloses a conditioning step prior to operation of the

shields to form deposition passages, during which material is deposited from the targets

and the shields are positioned to prevent material from the targets reaching the

substrate (col 7 lines 25-30: "heating" process with screens covering magnetron

sources).

As to claim 20, Goedicke discloses the relative positions of the shields when

forming a passage for the deposited material from a magnetron target are selected to

define the width of the passage defined by the apertures (Figure 3b: showing alignment

of screens 10-10" to create a width equal to the apertures in screens 10 and 10').

As to claim 21 , Goedicke discloses the apertures are positioned in line to define

a full width passage (Figure 3b: showing alignment of screens 10-10" to create a width

equal to the apertures in screens 10 and 10').

As to claim 23, Goedicke discloses

• A method for the control of operation of apparatus for applying a coating

onto at least one substrate (abstract: sputter application of coatings onto a

plurality of parts);

• Said coating comprising a series of layers (col 4 lines 40-42);
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• An apparatus including within a coating chamber at least two magnetrons

for the selective deposition of material from magnetron targets onto the

substrates (Figure 1 : showing 3 pairs of magnetron sputter sources, all

labeled 2);

• A plurality of cylindrical shields positioned between the targets and the

substrate holder (figure 1: showing screens 10 and 10')

• The shields including apertures which can be selectively positioned to

define a passage for deposited material from the targets onto the

substrates (figure 1 : showing screens with apertures [broken portion of

solid line]);

• Preparing the targets by operating the magnetrons to deposit material

from the targets in the coating chamber and positioning the shields to

prevent the passage of deposited material onto the substrates (Figure 3A:

showing "warm up" pre-sputtering shield configuration); and

• Applying a predetermined power level to the magnetrons and maintaining

said power level during the application of the deposited material onto said

substrates and the apertures in the shields are selectively positioned to

allow the selective application of the material onto the substrates through

passages defined by the apertures (Figure 1 : showing power supply 7 for

supplying power to magnetrons 2; col 6 lines 40-41 : use of power before

coating begins; figures 3a - 3c: positioning of shields to allow coating by

magnetrons through apertures in the shields).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and

the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

6. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1 , 148

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1 . Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating

obviousness or nonobviousness.

7. Claims 4-5, 13, 16-17 and 22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Goedicke, as applied to claims 1,12 and 20 above, and further in

view of Nomura (US 2002/0064595).

As to claim 4, Goedicke is silent as to a coating with alternate materials from the

first and second magnetron.

Nomura discloses an apparatus for sputter deposition including multiple targets

and a double layer rotatable shield positioned between the targets and the substrate

(abstract; figure 4). Nomura also discloses the rotation of the double shield to align

apertures to selectively sputter alternate materials from multiple sputtering sources

(paragraph 58: hole of each shutter plate aligning to sputter for a predetermined time,

following by further shutter manipulation for next sputtered layer). This method is
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disclosed as allowing for the formation of multilayered films within a single chamber

without contamination (paragraph 59).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time

of the invention to coat the substrate with alternate layers of material from a first and

second source, as disclosed in Namura, with the magnetron sputtering apparatus of

Goedicke, in order to form multiple layers in a single chamber without contamination.

As to claim 5, Goedicke is silent as to the thickness of the individual layers of

material being controlled by the power applied to the magnetron or the time of a shield

aperture being positioned in front of that particular magnetron.

Nomura discloses the sputtering of a target for a predetermined time by

controlling a shutter mechanism in front of that target (paragraph 58). This time will

inherently control the thickness of the sputtered layer.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to control the time of a shield being positioned in front of a

particular target, as disclosed by Nomura, with the magnetron sputtering apparatus of

Goedicke, because electronic devices require precise properties dependant upon layer

thickness.

As to claim 13, Goedicke is silent as to the magnetrons being continuously

operated during the deposition process to deposit material from the respective target

and when the apertures of the shields are not positioned to define a passage for the

material the material applies to the wall of the shield.
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Nomura discloses multiple sputtering targets operated continuously while being

blocked from the substrate by a shield (paragraph 58; shown in figure 4 - inherently

involving the active target depositing upon the part of the shield facing them).

Continuous operation during positioning of the shield allows for increased productivity

(paragraph 62).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to continuously operate the targets, as disclosed by Nomura, in the

magnetron sputtering method of Goedicke, because efficiency is increased when

startup times are reduced.

As to claim 16, Nomura discloses the movement of the shields is stepwise with a

selected dwell time of the shields to allow a deposition of the material from a target over

a period of time (paragraph 58: alignment of shields over a selected for a period of time,

then subsequent shutter manipulation for another sputtering target selection).

As to claim 17, Nomura discloses the shields are selectively moved between

dwell times to define the deposition configurations as required (paragraph 58).

As to claim 22, Goedicke discloses the rotation of two different shields to align

apertures to allow a passage for sputtering, but does not explicitly disclose the

apertures are offset to define a passage of a width less than that of the largest aperture.

Nomura discloses a method of continuously sputtering multiple targets while

rotating a double shield structure to align apertures with a selected target (paragraph

58). Nomura also discloses the configuration of the shields to include operation while

the apertures are offset and thereby create an opening less than that of the total width
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of the apertures (figure 5b- showing offset apertures 61a and 62a exposing target 35).

This method of operation is disclosed as increasing productivity and reducing

contamination.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to define a passage less than the width of the apertures with offset

shield openings, as disclosed by Nomura, in the method of magnetron sputtering of

Goedicke, because the double shield rotation method allows for a reduction in

contamination.

8. Claim 6 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Goedicke,

as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of Teer (GB 2,258,343).

As to claim 6, Goedicke is silent as to the use of a closed field unbalanced

magnetron configuration.

Teer discloses a magnetron sputtering apparatus with multiple magnetrons

(abstract; figure 1 ). Teer also discloses the use of a closed field unbalanced magnetron

configuration which substantially traps all electrons generated in the system (abstract).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to use a closed field unbalanced magnetron configuration, as

disclosed by Teer, in the apparatus of Goedicke, because such a configuration traps all

electrons within the system increasing ion bombardment.

9. Claim 14 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Goedicke, as applied to claim 1 2 above, and further in view of Hill (US 5,454,91 9).
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As to claim 14, Goedicke is silent as to magnetrons moved to a shut down or

standby condition.

Hill discloses a method of depositing multiple layers on a substrate within a

single chamber using multiple sputtering targets (abstract). Hill also discloses the

moving of a sputtering target to a standby level when not in active use (col 5 lines 46-

50).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to move a non-active target to a standby condition, as disclosed by

Hill, in the magnetron sputtering method of Goedicke, because a standby condition

allows for preservation of the material of the sputtering target while keeping the target in

a state of readiness (Hill at col 5 lines 49-50).

10. Claim 15 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Goedicke, as applied to claim 12 above, and further in view of Bodway (US 3,515,663).

Goedicke is silent as to the shields being rotated at a speed which can be varied

or fixed.

Bodway discloses a method of sputtering with the use of a shutter and shield

between the substrate and target (figure 7). Bodway also discloses the rotation of the

shutter at a constant speed to obtain alternating layers on the substrate from each of

the targets (col 3 lines 22-30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to rotate the shutter at a constant speed, as disclosed by Bodway,
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in the method of magnetron sputtering of Goedicke, because continuous alternation

between target sources allows for fast formation of alternating layers on the substrate.

1 1 . Claims 24-25 and 32 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Goedicke, as applied to claim 23 above, and further in view of Ikeo (JP 63-

176465).

As to claim 24, Goedicke discloses the use of magnetron reactive deposition

(abstract), but is silent as to the reactive gas being introduced after the target

preparation steps have been completed.

Ikeo discloses a method of sputter deposition in which a target is presputtered

and subsequently the reaction gas is flowed into a chamber (abstract). Ikeo also

discloses the use of a shutter plate between the substrate and target which is not

removed until saturation of reaction gas flow rate (abstract).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to introduce the reactive gas after the presputtering step, as

disclosed by Ikeo, in the method of magnetron sputtering of Goedicke, because a target

is more effectively cleaned in the presence of inert gas.

As to claim 25, Goedicke discloses apertures in the shields being selectively

positioned to allow the selective application of the material onto the substrates through

the passages defined by the apertures (figures 3a - 3c: positioning of shields to allow

coating by magnetrons through apertures in the shields).
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As to claim 32, Ikeo discloses stable operating conditions are established prior to

deposition onto the substrates by positioning of shields to prevent passage of material

onto the substrate (abstract).

12. Claims 27-30 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over

Goedicke in view of Ikeo, as applied to claim 24 above, and further in view of Felts (US

4,888,199).

As to claim 27, Goedicke is silent as to monitoring means provided in the

chamber and when the appropriate gas level is reached to match a predetermined value

the same is monitored for a period of time to ensure the same is stable and if so the gas

continues to flow at the same rate.

Felts discloses a method of depositing a thin film by magnetron sputtering

(abstract, col 13 lines 15-17). Felts also discloses monitoring the gas in the chamber

and comparing said measurements to a predetermined value to adjust the gas flow

rates (abstract: monitoring plasma; claim 12, using monitored gas species values to

adjust flow rates). A monitoring and control system is effective for obtaining a uniform

thin film (col 2 lines 29-30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to use a gas monitor, as disclosed by Felts, in the method of

magnetron sputtering of Goedicke in view of Ikeo, because control systems allow for the

deposition of a uniform film.
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As to claim 28, Felts discloses the gas control method includes mass

spectrometer control of gas partial pressures (col 2 lines 15-16: use of spectrometer to

alter plasma; claim 12: adjusting flow rates).

As to claim 29, Felts discloses OEM is used to control the gas flow (abstract:

plasma optical emission is monitored).

As to claim 30, Felts discloses OEM is used to control the reactive gas flow at the

required level for a stoichiometric coating to be applied to the substrates (abstract; col 5

lines 52-54: flow ensures unreacted gas present [inherently driving any reaction to

stoichiometric conclusion]).

13. Claim 31 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Goedicke in view of Ikeo, as applied to claim 24 above, and further in view of

Gorokhovsky (WO0062327 and US 6,645,354).

Goedicke in view of Ikeo discloses a preparation stage and subsequent

deposition, but are silent as to the power level applied to the magnetron being higher

during the preparation stage.

Gorokhovsky discloses a method of magnetron sputtering (abstract).

Gorokhovsky also discloses the use of a higher power during the presputter cleaning

stage than the deposition stage (col 20 lines 15-18).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention to use a higher presputtering power, as disclosed by Gorokhovsky,

in the method of magnetron sputtering of Goedicke in view of Ikeo, because a higher

power results in fast and effective cleaning of the target.
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